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FOREWORD 
The 1936 Nebraska Agricultural Outlook is a summary of the import-
ant facts and trends which influence either directly or indirectly the 
economic life of Nebraska farmers. The report is based mainly upon the 
Federal Outlook for 1936. This outlook was prepared by a committee of 
workers from various states cooperating with the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture, and the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Administration. The discussions of various topics in the Nebraska 
Outlook have been written by the members of the Department of Rural 
Economics and the farm management workers in the Agricultural Exten-
sion Service of the College of Agriculture. The initials of the writers are 
found at the conclusions of their discussions. The writers are · Dr. H. 
C. Filley, Chairman of the Department of Rural Economics; L. B. Snyder 
and Arthur W. Medlar, teachers; Dr. L. F. Garey, Research; Ramey 
Whitney, graduate student; A. G. George, Extension Economist in Farm 
Management and G. E. Hendrix, Assistant in Agricultural Extension. 
It is hoped that the Outlook may be of material assistance to farmers 
in adjusting production on individual farms and in marketing farm pro-
ducts throughout 1936. 
A.W.M. 
The Outlook for the Demand for 
Farm Products for 1936 
The demand for the farm products of the United States in 1936 is 
likely to be greater than was the demand for the production of the 1935 
season. It now appears probable that the trend of industrial activity and 
of consumer buying power, which has been generally upward in the 
United States and in many foreign countries during the last three years, 
will continue upward during the next year and probably lo ger. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 
It has been estimated that the income of industrial workers in 1936 
will probably be about ten per cent higher than in 1935. This will be the 
result of increased industrial production. Since the cash income from 
many agricultural products, particularly meats, fruits, vegetables, and dairy 
products, is closely related to the volume of industrial pay-roll (See Figure 
1 ), this would indicate an increase of about ten per cent in the demand 
for such products in 1936. 
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Figure 1 
The greatest advances in industrial actlVlty 111 1936 over 1935 are 
expected to be registered in the durable goods industries. The output 
of durable goods is reflected very largely in the activity of the railroad, 
building, and automobile industries. The importance of these industries 
in indicating the level of consumer buying power for agricultural products, 
seems to warrant particular attention to the present conditions and the 
outlook for these industries. 
Purchases of equipment and supplies by railroads is likely to show 
some increase in 1936 over 1935. Should railway traffic increase appre-
ciably it seems there may be, in the latter part of 1936, a marked expansion 
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in railroad purchases, which would contribute indirectly to increased con-
sumer buying power. Much rolling stock has been retired during the 
depression and there have been few replacements, and the condition of 
remaining equipment has deteriorated . The red uction in serviceable 
equipment and in purchases of materials fo r maintenance and re-imburse-
ments has been so great that substantial pu rchases for rehabil itation and 
improvement are in prospect. T he begin ni ng o£ such an expansion of 
purchases was in ev idence in 1934, but orders fo r equi pment have decreased 
d uring the CL rrent year. T he reve nues for thi s yea r have been largely 
required to cove r immediate operating costs, due, in part at least, to the 
increase in wage ra tes, which now stand at the pre-depression peale 
T he anticipated increase of ten per cent in industrial production will 
undoubtedly resul t in increased ca r loadings, which should res ult in in-
creased earn ings. An increase in the prod uction of gra in and hogs to more 
nea rly normal propo rtions, will also res ul t favorabl y for the ra il roads. Any 
natural it1crease in fa rm income will increase railway traffic. Fanners 
will be in the market for lumber, pa int, fa rm equipment, automobiles, 
furniture, and many other commodities which usually move by £eight, 
as soon as increased farm income makes such purchases possible. It is 
well known that the reason for the severity of the depression was the 
relatively low price of fa rm products. Because farm products had little 
purchasing power, fa rmers could buy few ma nufactu red goods. Because 
fa rmers co uld purchase few manu factured goods, many workers were idle 
a considerable part of the time. T heir yea rly incomes were small and thei r 
purchasing power was low, even though their hourly wages were high. 
Building activity in 1936 probably will be at an appreciably higher 
level than in 1935, owing chiefly to an ex pected expansion of about fifty 
to one hundred per cent in residential construction. The sca rcity of houses 
in many cit ies and towns is indicated by the tendency of rents to stabilize 
and in some instances to trend up wa rd during the past year. Labor and 
material costs remain relatively high but reductions in finan cing costs, 
already in effect and in prospect, together with more liberal terms of pay-
ment, will tend to red uce pay ments required fo r the purchase of homes and 
may be a factor in increased building . 
Automobile production has shown the most rapid recovery of any of 
the major industri es; and thi s increase is expected to continue throughout 
1936. Because so large a proportion of the ca rs now in use were manu-
fac tu red before 1931, it is anticipated that an increase in income 'Yill 
result in a large increase in the number of new cars purchased. 
An increase in the demand for iron, for use in manufacturing machin-
ery, tools, fa rm equi pment, and metal containers is anticipated . 
The output of textiles will probably be increased about ten per cent. 
There will also be an increased demand for furniture and household 
goods. 
With the progressive increase in the income of va rious groups of pro-
ducers (See Fig ure 2) , both industrial and agricultural, the amount of their 
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income, over and above that necessary to pay interest, taxes, rent, and in-
surance, available for current expenditures for both durable and non-
durable goods, becomes proportionately larger. It seems probable that in-
creased buying power plus this general improvement will result in a 
material increase in the demand for many farm products, especially those 
products which are affected most by changes in income such as the higher 
quality meats, dairy and poultry products, and fruits and vegetables. 
H. C. F . 
30 1919 
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Figure 2 
FOREIGN DEMAND 
It is now clear that world economic production reached its lowest point 
in 1932. Since that time there has been an upward trend in industrial 
production in practically all the countries of the world. This is an im-
portant factor in the outlook for foreign demand for our raw material 
exports, such as cotton. 
The increased industrial activity in the United States is increasing the 
demand for such important products as silk, rubber, and tin. Our in-
creased purchase of these products provides a means for foreign nations 
to pay for increased volume of American products. It is well known that 
in international trade goods are quite largely paid for with other goods. 
A material reduction in the purchases of foreign goods by any nation is 
usually followed by a reduction in exports. 
In considering foreign demand prospects for agricultural products, it 
is significant to note that although internal economic conditions in most 
countries have shown marked improvement since 1932, there has been 
but little increase in the volume of international trade fron1 the low levels 
of the world depression. Restrictions on trade, both direct and indirect, 
account to a considerable extent for this situation. 
The barriers to international trade considered in the broad extent have 
been increased rather than reduced during the past twelve months. It is 
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perhaps significant, however, that the recent increases in trade barriers to a 
very large extent have been restrictions growi ng out of shortages in foreign 
exchange which have forced some countries such as Germany and Italy 
drastically to reduce their imports of any but the most indispensable 
materials and to place such imports largely on a barter or compensation 
basis. Barriers in the form of high duties or import quotas directed pri-
marily to protect the domestic price level or to encourage domestic pro-
duction have not on the whole been significantly changed during the 
calendar year, 1935, and some scaling down in such barriers might be 
expected with a continuation of the general improvement in world econom-
ic conditions and risii1g world prices. Such a scaling down would pre-
sumably be hastened particularly with respect to exchange restrictions in 
event of a revaluation of currency in some countries and in general stabili-
zation of excha nge . Upon the whole. however, for at least as long as the 
marketing period for the 1936 crop, it seems probable that barriers to im-
ports of commodities, especially for foodstuffs that can .be produced within 
the importing countries, will continue to be maintained at a much higher 
level than prevailed prior to the depression. H. C. F. 
PRICES 
Increased demand will have a tendency to raise the prices of the pro-
ducts of the farm in 1936, but the effect of the improvement in demand 
upon the prices of some commodities may be offset by increased . produc-
tion. The sharp advance in prices from an average of 65 per cent of the 
pre-war level in 1932 to about 107 per cent in 1935 is due not only to im-
provement in demand but also to a reduction in supplies and to a ris ing 
general price level. 
The volume of agricultural production declined about 15 per cent 
between 193 1 and 1934. The average per ca pita production of food and 
feed crops was smaller in the 5 years, 1926-1930, than in the five pre-war 
yea rs, but our total production in these years was more than ample for 
home consumpion (See Figure 3) . A decrease in exports and a decrease 
in domestic demand resulted in large stocks of wheat, cotton, and various 
other farm products. 
The advance in farm prices in the last two years has been appreciably 
more rapid than the adva nce in the general wholesale price level. The 
general level of wholesale prices is now about 124 per cent of pre-war, and 
the level of farm prices about 108 per ce nt of pre-war. The purchasing 
power of fa rm products is, therefore, approximately 87. Farmers in regions 
where crops are good are in a much better position than two or three 
years ago when the purchasing power of farm products was below 70. 
Unfortunately grain yields were low in a considerable part of Nebraska, 
and livestock numbers are greatly red uced . Farm income in these areas 
is small in spite of the increase in the price of farm products. 
There is no apparent probability that the purchasing power of farm 
products will reach pre-war within the next year. The low purchasing 
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power of farm products was the principal cause of the agricultural depres-
sion which continued from 1922 to 1929, while most other industries were 
relatively prosperous. In order for Nebraska fa rmers to be as prosperous 
as before the war they must be able to exchange their products for as large 
an amount of desirable goods as they could in the years preceding the 
World War. H. C. F. 
Figure 3 
CREDIT 
T he general improveme nt in the outlook for business, the high level 
of bank reserves, and the low level of interest rates are likely to give an 
impetus to the expa nsion of credit. With the member banks of the Fed-
eral Reserve System having reserves of about twice their legal require-
ments, the basis exists for a substantial expansion of credit. Loans of 
commercial banks are at present near the lowest level reached in any recent 
year. In spite of the fact that bank loans are low there has already been a 
considerable expansion of credit. 
The borrowings of the Federal, State, and local governments during the 
past three years total about $14,000,000,000. T he cred its extended by gov-
ernmental agencies since 1932 total about $6,000,000,000. This money 
has been spent in the purchase of goods and services. These extensions 
of credi t more than counterbalance the decrease in bank loans and other 
credits that have taken place in the last three years. Credit expansion is 
therefore under way. It has, in fact, increased more than production. 
H. C. F. 
FARM WAGES 
Farm wages in the United States on October 1, 1935, were 9 per cent 
higher than on the same date in 1934. T he increase was 22 per cent in 
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Nebraska for the same period and 20 per cent for the west north central 
states. Wages per day increased at a little faster rate. T he increase in 
wages was due to a decrease in the supply of suitable farm labor. in the 
rural communities. 
The demand for farm labor in the United States for October, 1935, was 
17 per cent greater than in 1934. In the areas affected by the drought the 
demand for labor was reduced below what it otherwise would have been. 
The supply of farm labor was about 10 per cent less than a year ago. The 
decline in the supply of farm labor ava ilable is due to some increase in 
employment in industries other than agriculture. Some labor usually avail-
able for fa rm work has been employed on wo rk relief projects. If work 
relief is continued on the same scale in 1936 as in 1935 and if employ-
ment in industry increases as much as now appea rs likely, the supply of 
labor available for farm work will be below that of 1935. Should we have a 
normal crop year or better, farmers can expect to pay more for their hired 
help in 1936 than in 1935. Should the foregoi ng fa il to materialize wages 
will probably be on about the same level as in 1935. L. F. G. 
FARM EQUIPMENT 
The price of farm machinery will probably be a little higher in 1936 
than for the five-year period ending with 1934. During the past five years 
farmers have not been in a position to maintain their farm equipment in 
the best working order. With some improvement in the farm situation 
attention will be given to improving the machinery and equipment phase 
of their farm business . Considerable new machinery will be purchased 
and a fair portion of this will be horse drawn equipment. L. F. G. 
WHEAT 
Total world production of wheat for the crop year 1935-1936 in all 
countries, excluding Russia and China, is estimated at 3,500,000,000 bushels, 
which is 370,000,000 under the average for the years 1928 to 1932. Large 
carryovers for several years prior to 1935-1936 have added to the 1935-1936 
crop until a total supply of 4,339,000,000 bushels is estimated for 1935-1936. 
This is about 535,000,000 bushels under the average available supply for 
the years 1928-1932. World stocks are gradually being reduced to normal. 
Should wheat yields for the total estimated world acreage for 1936-1937 
equal the 5 year average, a crop of 3,700,000,000 bushels can be expected. 
This would equal the average production during the years 1928 to 1 ~32 
when, despite the higher consumption than at present, world stocks accu-
mulated rapidly. Yields in the Southern Hemisphere and in North 
America should be higher in 1936-1937 than in 1935-1936. 
Such European importing countries as Germany, France, and Italy 
have greatly expanded their acreage. This coupled with unusually favor-
able weather and high yields per acre has made these countries practically 
self-supporting. These high yields are not likely to continue and as a 
result these countries can be expected to import some wheat during 1936-
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1937. Such increase in imports is not expected to be great. Material 
improvements in world business conditions are anticipated for 1936-1937. 
As a result world wheat prices should be somewhat above those for 1935-
1936. A major war in Europe would result in heavy demands for grain 
and contribute toward higher prices. 
United States wheat stocks on October 1, 1935 were 581,000,000 bushels 
which was 30,000,000 bushels under the October 1, 1934, figure. Because 
of the poor quality of domestic wheat, it is estimated that it will require 
650,000,000 bushels to supply the wheat needed for domestic manufacture. 
This is 25,000,000 bushels above the normal consumption. Stocks on hand 
July 1, 1936, should be much below the 1935 figure. With a normal or 
slightly below normal carryover our supply will depend upon the 1936 
crop. During 1935 non-signers increased their acreage enough to more 
than offset the reduction of signers of the AAA contracts. Total wheat 
acreage for 1935 has been estimated at 66,000,000 acres which is more 
than 5,000,000 in excess of the 1934 figure and about equal to the average 
of 65,926,000 acres for the crops of 1930-1932. On the basis of this reaction 
by non-signers in 1935 we can expect an acreage of at least 66,000,000 for 
1936. In the past, average acre yields have varied from 10 bushels to 14 
bushels with normal abandonment. Should our crop average only 10 
bushels and the acreage equal 66,000,000, domestic production would equal 
660,000,000 bushels or about enough to supply domestic demand . Should 
the yield average 14 bushels on the same acreage, the domestic crop would 
equal 924,000,000 bushels and we would be on an export basis. 
During the past three years domestic prices have been maintained at 
about 20 to 30 cents a bushel above world prices. Should we remain on 
a domestic basis with a crop of 660,000,000 bushels, we can expect prices 
20 to 30 cents above world prices which are expected to be higher than in 
1935-1936. However, should we harvest more than 660,000,000 bushels, 
domestic prices would fall below world prices . Unless world prices in-
crease enough to offset the 20 to 30 cents by wh ich 1935 domestic prices 
have exceeded world prices, domestic prices for 1936 can be expected 
to be markedly below those of 1935 . Heavy monetary inflation or an in-
crease in business activity would cause a rise in the prices of the domestic 
wheat crop for 1936. · L. B. S. 
HAY AND PASTURES 
Hay supplies for the United States for the coming feedi tig season are 
2 per cent above normal in proportion to the numbers of livestock which 
consume hay. Hay production in 1935 for the country as a whole was 
about the same as for the 10 yea r average, 1923 to 1932. The production 
in 1935 was just about 50 pe r cent larger than the small crop of 1934. In 
general the quality of hay produced in 1935 throughout the United States 
is below normal. During the harvest season rainfall was rather excessive 
in many parts of the country, and this resulted in an inferior quality of hay. 
There are some localities throughou t the country, and this applies to 
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1'\ebraska, where the hay crop for 1935 was insufficient for local needs but 
these areas are relatively few in number. These areas are situated in the 
drouth area of 1934 where the amount of livestock is less than normal 
so there will be no appreciable demand for hay to be shipped into these 
areas. Hay will probably be moderately priced for the coming season 
with the exception that hay of good quality shou ld find a n.arket at fairly 
satisfacto ry quotations. 
Hay production in Nebraska for 1935 exceeded the average production 
for the five years, 1928 to 1932, for both tame hay and alfa lfa with about 
the same amount of wild hay produced in 1935 as there was in 1933. 
The quality of Nebraska hay is good. Alfalfa acreage in Nebraska has 
been declining but there is a tendency toward an increase in alfalfa and 
other hay crops acreage due to the influence of the adjustment programs. 
Pasture conditions in the fa ll of 1935 were about average throughout 
the United States, while in Nebraska they have been ·slightly below aver-
age. There has been an abundance of pasture feed in most areas and with 
the growing of more temporary pastur.e being stimulated at the present 
time the outlook for good pastures in 1936 is favorable. A. G . G. 
FEED CROPS AND LIVESTOCK 
The total 1935 production of feed grains (corn, oats, barley, and grain 
sorghums) was 91,366,000 tons (October 1 estimates) compared with 
50,781,000 tons harvested in 1934 and 100,642,000 tons, the 5 year ( 1928-
1932) average. The 1935 corn crop for all purposes was 2,213,000,000 
bushels . This is 60 per cent more than was produced in 1934 but is 14 
per cent below the 5 year ( 1928-1932) average. The 1935 oats crop was 
slightly over 1 billion bushels, which was more than double the 1934 crop 
but 3 per cent below the 5 year average. The barley crop of 290,000,000 
bushels was slightly larger than the 5 year average. The production of 
grain sorghums was 124,000,000 bushels. A record acreage was harvested. 
These gra ins were each supplemented by unusually small carryovers of 
old-crop feed grai ns at the beginning of the 1935-1936 season. 
The hay and pasture situation is favo rable. The production of tame 
and wild hay in 1935 was 11 per cent higher than for the 5 year average. 
Pastures and ranges were about average . The wheat adjustment contract 
for 1936-39 provides that the adjusted acres on £arms under contract may 
be used for soil-improving or erosion preventing crops, for pasture, fallow, 
forest trees, and such other purposes as the Secretary of Agriculture may 
prescribe. A similar provision will probably be included in other con-
tracts. Thus the use of land under contract will be towards an increase 
in feed obtained from pasture and hay crops and a decrease in the feeds 
obtained from grain crops. 
Supplies of commercia l feeds in 1935-1936 (wheat feeds, cottonseed 
cake and meal, linseed cake, and meal) will probably be more plentiful 
than in 1934-1935 . Exports of some of these feeds will influence the 
supply. 
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Imports of feed grains and hay, which were unusually heavy m 1934-
1935, may not exceed normal in 1935-1936. 
The demand for feed depends mainly upon the number of livestock, 
the length of feeding period, and the feeding practices during that period. 
Livestock numbers on farms on January 1, 1935, were reduced more from 
a yea r earlier than in any previous year. This reduction was greatest for 
cattle and hogs and was caused primarily by short feed supplies as a result 
of drought and by purchases by the government as a part of the drought 
relief program. When all classes of livestock are converted to one common 
basis which allows for differences of size and consumption of feed grains, 
the total livestock units on Jan uary 1, 1935, were the smallest since 1910 
and were about 16 per cent less than the 5 year (1928-1932) average. 
When livestock numbers are weighted on a hay consumption basis, similar 
to the previous feed grain basis, the hay-consuming animal units on Janu-
ary 1, 1935, is only 2 per cent below the 5-year average. The latter decrease 
is due mostly to a decrease in cattle. T he inventory of livestock at the 
beginning of 1936 is not expected to show much change from that at 
the beginning of 1935 . Numbers of hogs and poultry probably will be 
slightly larger, those of cattle about unchanged, and those of horses and 
mules and of sheep and lam bs probably a little smaller. In view of the 
increased quantities of feed grains and of hay and forage available to feed-
ing, it is to be expected that livestock generally will be fed much more 
liberally in 1936 than they were in 1935 . Hogs will be fattened to heavier 
weights and both dairy and beef cattle will be fed more grain per head. 
Such practices vvill tend to offset the increase in supply. 
Feeding prospects, especially in case of lam bs and hogs for the 1935-
1936 feeding period appear favorable in the surplus feed g rain areas. The 
number of cattle to be fed for market will probably be materially larger 
than the small number fed in 1934-1935. The increase will be general. 
Milk cows on farms this winter will be 6 or 7 per cent fewer than the peak 
numbers two years ago but only down to the level of January, 1932. Their 
numbers are not expected to show much increase for another year or two. 
The corn-hog price ratio will be unusually favorable ih 1935-1936. With 
an average corn production for 1936, the ratio will probably remain favor-
able during most of the 1936-37 crop season. The number of lambs to 
be fed for market during the 1935-1936 feeding season is expected to be 
substantially smaller than the number feel during the 1934-1935 season. 
Some of the drought areas will probably feed more lambs than last season. 
The number of laying birds in farm flocks in the first half of 19.36 is 
likely to be at least 5 per cent larger than in the first half of 1935. An in-
creased hatch of young chicks in the spring is probable. An upward trend 
in consumers' incomes will help to maintain a generally good demand for 
most livestock products. R. W. 
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MEAT AND MEAT ANIMALS 
Livestock slaughter and meat production in 1936 will be little if any 
larger than in 1935. A considerable increase in slaughter supplies of hogs 
is probable in the last half of 1936, especially in the last three months 
when supplies from the 1936 spring-pig crop become available, but this may 
be offset at least in part by a smaller number of cattle slaughtered in 1936. 
Although cattle slaughter in the f-irst half of 1936 probably will be smaller 
than in the corresponding period a year earlier, the supply in this period 
will include a much larger proportion of well-f-inished cattle than in 1935. 
Slaughter of lambs in the f-irst six months of 1936 will be considerably 
smaller than in the f-irst half of 1935. 
The expected improvement in consumer demand for meats and the 
small total livestock slaughter should result in the general level of live-
stock prices being at least as high in 1936 as in 1935. G. E. H. 
BEEF CATTLE 
The number of cattle on farms January 1, 1936, is expected to be about 
60,500,000 head or approximately the same as a year earlier. This repre-
sents a reduction of 7,623,000 head, or 11.2 per cent, less than the number 
January 1, 1934, but about 3,000,000 head more than on January 1, 1928. 
The sharp rise in cattle prices last year was due to the large reduc-
tion in cattle numbers, a considerable increase in consumer den1and and 
the short supply of hogs. There is expected to be some increase in con-
sumer demand during 1936 and a short supply of hogs, especially in the 
f-irst half of the year which should tend to strengthen prices of lower 
grade cattle. However, the increase in demand for grain fed cattle will 
prabably be more than offset by the increase in supply of finished steers. 
Information available in October indicates a considerable increase in 
the number of cattle to be fed for market during the late fall and winter 
feeding period this year over the small numbers fed a year earlier. It 
appears that the increase will be general, both in the Corn Belt and in 
other areas where cattle are f-inished for market. The factors causing an 
increase in the numbers of cattle on feed are large supplies of hay and 
roughage; feed, grain, and supplies much larger than last year; and greatly 
reduced hog numbers. 
An increase in the number of cattle on feed in fall and winter months 
means that a larger number of f-inished cattle will be coming onto· the 
market in late winter, spring, and summer than a year ago. This factor 
will be an important influence on f-inished cattle prices during these 
months. 
The longtime outlook is for an increase in cattle numbers during the 
next few years. Because of the large reduction in cattle numbers due to 
the drouth in 1934 it seems probable that the bottom of the cattle cycle 
num.bers was reached in 1934 ahead of the normal trend and that num-
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bers of cattle will be on the increase for the next few years. It will prob-
ably take however until about 1939 to become as heavily stocked as on 
January 1, 1934. 
CATTLE AND BEEF IMPORTS 
The relatively high prices that have prevailed during 1935 in this 
country have attracted the largest volume of beef and cattle imports since 
1929. Imports of live cattle during the first eight months of the year 
totaled 279,000 head compared with about 50,000 head and 60,000 head, 
respectively, during the same periods, 1934 and 1933. Total imports for 
the calendar year 1934 reached 69,000 head. In I929 the total amounted 
to 509,000 head. 
Imports of canned beef into the United States totaled nearly 50,000,000 
pounds in the first eight months of 1935 compared to about 26,000,000 
pounds for the same period of 1934. In the calendar year 1934 total im-
ports of canned beef amounted to 47,000,000 pounds compared with about 
41,000,000 pounds in 1933. In 1929 such imports totaled about 80,000,000 
pounds. G. E. I-I. 
HOGS 
The 1935 spring pig crop of 30 million head was approximately 20 per 
cent below the 1934 and 40 per cent below the I932 and I933 spring pig 
crops. In the Corn Belt states the reduction was even more, 22.3 and 42 
per cent, respectively. The number of market hogs inspected by federal 
authorities during I934-35 was the smallest in 25 years. It is anticipated 
that the numbers for the 1935-36 market season will be below the current 
year. There will probably be an increase of 25 to 28 per cent in pigs 
farrowed in the spring of 1936 over the number for 1935. Nebraska will 
have a larger increase than the average for the United States. Because 
fall farrowing in 1935 was greatly increased it may he expected that 
marketings will be much heavier than usual from May to September. 
With a favorable corn-hog ratio, weights will also be heavier than for the 
past few years at this season. As a result of these and other factors prices 
are likely to be more sensitive to market conditions. Therefore, the 
fanners' marketing problems will need to have more careful consideration. 
Present indications are for strong domestic demands for the first six 
months of I936. The foreign pork markets are still not open to American 
meat and lard. England allows the United States an import of only 8.1 
per cent of all pork imports into the Empire. This allows an import of 
only about 50 million pounds or one-half our average allowance in 1929-
33. The German market for our lard was virtually closed in the spring 
of 1935 and up to the present has not been reopened. Our lard imports 
into England have fallen from 99 per cent of all their imports to only 
44 per cent. 
Storage stocks of pork October I, I935, were the smallest on record 
for 20 years, and were 47 per cent below the October I, 1934 figures. 
Usually lard stocks increase from December 1 to August 1, but during 
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1934-35 the peak was reached in January. From that date until October 
1, 1935, there was a gradual decrease and on that date the storage lard 
was 57 per cent below the past fiv e year average for October 1. It is 
expected that, even though relatively larger amounts of pork will enter 
storage this winter, the total in storage will . be less than at the close of 
last winter. 
The market situation for 1936 is likely to be materially diffe rent from 
either of the two preceding years. It is expected that the first three months 
will see the lightest marketing of the year. For the following six months 
marketing will gradually increase and reach the peak in the last months 
of the year. Low levels of production will probably prevent much export 
of either pork or lard so prices will rest largely upon domestic supply and 
demand. The production cycle of hogs in the United States which began 
in the fall of 1933 has reached the low level · and will probably rise thru 
1936 and 1937. The production of corn and other feed grains which in; 
creased in 1935 will probably continue to increase. This will create a very 
favorable corn-hog ratio during 1936 and influence a larger hog production 
in 1937. It is probable that the new corn-hog contracts of the AAA will 
provide for approximately the same number of pigs to be farrowed as 
would have been farrowed without a hog-control program. With this 
production plan there would be from 62,500,000 to 65,000,000. Farmers' 
intentions to breed for spring fa rrowing indicate that their plans are 
directly in line with the proposed increase. One large commercial private 
research bureau has gathered data which indicate that spring farrowing 
will be 24 per cent above the 1935 level and that Nebraska will increase 
her farrowing by 31 per cent. 
The main· factors which Nebraska hog producers should watch dur-
ing the coming year are: employment increases, government monetary 
policies, corn-hog ratios, prices of competing meats as beef, poultry, or 
mutton, and the increasing number of hogs produced by Denmark, Argen-
tine, Germany, the Baltic states and competitors in foreign markets. 
DAIRYING A.W.M. 
The number of cows and heifers two years old or over in Nebraska 
kept for milk January 1, 1935, was 712,000. This was 8 per cent less than 
for January 1, 1934. The number of heifers from 1 to 2 years old being 
kept for milk cows was 119,000 on January 1 which was 12 per cent 
less than the number one year earlier. The shortage of feed on farrJ:\S 
in 1933 and 1934 was an important factor causing the reduction in num-
ber of both milk cows and young heifers kept for replacement. During the 
past 2 Yz years the ratio between the price of feed grains and the price 
of butterfat has been unfavorable. This ratio has been more unfavorable 
this year than at any time since 1920 when the prices of feed grains were 
at the peak. When this ratio becomes unfavorable the tendency is for 
farmers to do less milking by dropping the poor producers from their 
milking herd. 
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The production of milk per cow in Nebraska decreased from 4,100 
pounds in 1932 to 3,880 pounds in 1934, a decrease of five per cent. The 
peak in milk production is normally reached in June. During the early 
part of 1935 the milk production was low because of the scarcity of feed. 
T he production during the late summer months was equal to the average 
for 1925 to 1929. With the feed situation in Nebraska improved over a 
year ago the indications are that winter milk flow per cow for 1935-1936 
will be about normal, but the total supply will be less due to fewer cows. 
The total milk production in the United States reached a peak in 
1933 of 102 billion pounds but decreased to 99 billion pounds in 1934. 
The production for the winter of 1935-1936 will be affected to some extent 
by the un~avorable price of butterfat to meat. This will tend to cause 
farmers to shift from mik production to feeding where conditions permit 
such a shift rather easily as in certai n sections of the Great Plains area. 
With the number of cows in the heavy milk producing areas but a little 
lower than last year and more favorable feed prices, it is expected that the 
milk production will be larger than last winter in those areas. 
T here were approximately 149 million pounds of butter in cold sto rage 
on October 1, 1935, 125 million on the same date 1934, and 120 million 
as an average for the five-year period, 1925-1929. The out-of-storage move-
ment of butter during the last two months has been above normal and the 
indications are that by spring storage stocks will be reduced to about the 
normal holdings. 
T he imports ·of butter into the United States during the first nine 
months of 1935 amounted to 21.8 million pounds, about one per cent of 
the consumption. Exports of condensed milk from January to August 
this year amounted to 3.5 million pounds, about 2 million pounds less 
than for the same period last year. The exports of all dairy exports de-
clined from 26 million in the first eight months of 1934 and 22.5 million 
for the corresponding period of 1935. 
There has been a decline in the consumption of fluid mil k and cream 
of about 6 per cent since 1930 but an increase in the consumption of 
evaporated milk. There was a decline in the consumption of butter since 
1934, the largest on record, influenced to some extent by the government 
for reli ef purposes. 
The price of dairy products in February, 1935, was 21 per cent above 
the 1910-1914 pre-war average and was higher than at any time since 
1930. The high price in February was due to a shortage of supplies . 
The price declined, reaching a low point in July, since which time the 
price has increased. The indications are that prices of butter will con-
tinue firm throug hout the winter and will decline with the increase in pro-
duction in the spring. The price during the winter of 1936-1937 will be in-
fluenced to some extent by the feed situation . With a normal feed supply 
the price of butter should be somewhat lower than this winter unless 
tmforeseen developments occur. L. F. G. 
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POULTRY AND EGGS 
The number of chickens on farms in the United States as of January 
reached a peak of 470 millions in 1930. There were 412 million in 
1935, a decrease of 12 per cent. The decrease was due to a scarcity of 
feed and the low purchasing power of eggs as compared to previous 
years. With an improvement in the feed situation and in the price of 
eggs last fa ll , farmers are preparing to expand their laying flocks for the 
year 1936. The number of laying birds in farm flocks on October 1, 1935 
was nearly 2 per cent more than on the same date in 1934. The increase 
in the number of potential layers was about 2.5 per cent as compared to 
the same date in 1934. 
Egg production in the United States reached a peak in 1931 but has 
decreased continuously since that time. Although the egg production has 
increased during the last few months, the production in 1935 will not be 
as great as in 1934. With larger flocks in prospect the production in 1936 
will probably be larger than in 1935 by about the same per cent as the 
increase in the number of layers. 
The average per capita consumption of eggs in 1935 will be approxi-
mately 18 dozens. This is about 18 per cent less than for the five-year 
period ending 1932. The domestic demand for eggs is determined pri-
marily by the income of consumers and the price of eggs in comparison 
with competitive foods. \Vhile there is some prospect for an increase in 
the supply of meat, it is expected that the consumption . of eggs in 1936 
will be comparable to that of 1935. 
The price received for eggs by farmers declined from 1929 to 1933, 
since which· time the price has increased. The price did not go as low 
during the summer of 1935 as in 1934 and not as high in the fa ll. With 
the stocks of eggs in storage smaller than usual and conditions for an in-
crease in consumers' incomes favorable, the seasonal spring decline in the 
price of eggs will probably be a little later in 1936 than usual. On the 
whole, the 1936 prices for eggs will likely be comparable to those of 1935. 
The production of turkeys increased from 14.8 million birds in 1927 
to 18.7 million in 1933. The price of poultry feed has decreased more 
rapidly than the price of turkeys si nce 1929 which accounts for the increase 
in production since the depression of 1929 began. The United States farm 
price of turkeys in October, 1935 was 30 per cent higher than for October, 
1934, and the Nebraska fa rm price was 17 per cent higher. The price for 
the 1936 turkey crop will probably be less favorable to producers than 'the 
prices received for the 1935 crop. There will be increased supplies of other 
poultry and of pork in 1936 which will mean increased competition to 
turkey growers. Improvement in conditions governing the demand for 
turkeys may be sufficient to meet the competition of an increase in meat 
supplies. From all indications it would seem wise for Nebraska farmers 
to consider carefully the prospects in 1936 before expanding their turkey 
flocks unduly . L. F. G. 
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HORSES AND MULES 
Declines in number of horses and m ules continued thruout 1935; this 
being the 16th year of declines in horse numbers and the lOth year of 
declines in numbers of mules . There were 1 Yz per cent fewer horses 
and mules on farms on January 1, 1935 than on January 1, 1934. Because 
of the large number of very old work animals on farms and the relatively 
few colts that are old enough to work, numbers of work animals should 
decline during 1936. After that replacements of young animals will be 
greater than losses. By the time the colts to be foaled this year reach 
maturity horse numbers should be great enough to supply our farm needs. 
Any increase in colt production after 1936 will probably result in over-
supplies and lower prices . lviule numbers can continue to increase for 
some time. While the numbers of horse colts ra ised in 1935 amounted 
to G per cent of the numbers of horses on farms the number of mule colts 
raised was only 2 per cent of the mules on farins . This indicates that in-
creases in numbers of mules can continue longer than can horse numbers. 
Demand for horses will probably never exceed the number on farms 
in 1915. City industries and road construction no longer rely so much 
upon horses and mules. Any increase in such demand will be of minor 
importance. Until the beginning of this depression motorization of farms 
bad been increasing each year. Low feed prices and low purchasing power 
of farm products caused a switch to horses and mules. As soon as pur-
chasing power of farm products is restored, the trend toward motorization 
is expected to be resumed. Motorization of farms has not proceeded as 
rapidly in the south as in the north. Southern demand for farm power 
means a demand for mules. This demand will continue for some time. 
Prices of young horses and mules of work age should continue at a 
high level. The average price of farm horses and mules will probably not 
increase because of the presence of so many old work animals on fa rms. 
High prices will probably continue for 2 or 3 years, after which there is 
some question. Should the present high prices stimulate colt raising after 
1936 much above the 900,000 that have been estimated as grown this year, 
prices will probably go down after 1938. The horse breeder who sells 
young horses for his income will do well to watch the numbers of colts 
raised and the trend in motorization of fa rms in both the north and the 
south. Those producers who raise colts to supply their own motive 
power will be safe enough whether motorization increases or decreases. 
L. B.S. 
SHEEP AND WOOL 
Shortages of feed in the range states due to the drouth and restnctiOns 
in the numbers of sheep permitted to g raze in the national forests have 
caused heavy reductions (7 per cent) in numbers of sheep in those states . 
As a result, the supply of feeder lambs for corn belt feed lots this fa ll has 
been the smallest in the las t 6 years. Numbers of native lambs (non-range 
lambs) are about the same as the 5 year average. As a result of the shorter 
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supply, higher prices of other meats and an improvement in consumer 
buying, prices of mutton and lambs have been high. This good price is 
expected to continue until about April 1 when the ea rly 1936 lambs begin 
to come on the market. 
With improved conditions in the range states for the next year supplies 
of lambs should increase and be about equal to the 5 year average by the 
end of the season. Prices should remain fa irly steady or decline a little 
toward •the end of the 1936 season . Shipments of ewes to corn belt farms 
have been very heavy this fa ll indicating that some increase in the native-
lamb crop can be expected. In spite of these heavy movements of ewes, 
breed ing ewe numbers· in the range states are expected to be greater than 
a year ago. 
Consumption of wool in manufacturing establishments of this country 
has been very heavy during 1935. The fi rst 8 months found the con-
sumption of wool had surpassed this year's production. of domestic wool. 
H eavy imports will be necessary until the new clip is marketed. For 
months the foreign price of wool has been fa lling while our domestic 
price has been rising until the importation of wool is about due. The 
trend in world consumption of wool has been about the same as that 
of the United States. 
Wool clips in four leading export countries- Arge ntine, New Zealand, 
Australia, and the Union of South Africa- is estimated at 4 per cent below 
1934. World production is estimated at 6 per cent below 1934-1935. Due 
to the reductions in numbers as a result of the drouth the 1934 domestic 
clip was smaller than the 5-year average. What wool was clipped con-
tained a high percentage of foreign matter which meant ~ further re-
duction in available stocks. With the lower numbers of sheep in this 
country it is expected that the 1936 clip will be smaller than usual. 
The early season activity in manufacturing has not continued during 
the last 3 months. This in part is due to the building up of inventories 
of manufactured goods and to more nearly satisfied dema nd for woolens. 
Domestic prices of wool will depend upon world prices which are likely 
to flu ctuate as war demands vary. Japan and Italy have been the most 
consistent large foreign buyers of wool during 1935. Early cessation of 
their campaigns in China and Africa will stop much of this demand and 
cause additional supplies to be released for import to this country. Prices 
of wool should remain fa irly good during most of 1936 but may decline 
toward the end of the season. L. B. S. · 
THE COTTON OUTLOOK FOR 1936 
The world supply of all cotton for the 1935-36 season is expected to 
be slightly large r than the preceding season's supply and about 12 per cent 
larger than the average for the 10 years ended 1Y32 -33. The world supply 
of American cotton is expected to be slightly lar_ge r thar1 last seas~n ·and 
about the same as the 10 year average, while the indicated supply of 
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foreign growths is about the same as in 1934-35 but about 27 per cent 
larger than the 10 year average. 
The world carry-over of American cotton at the beginning of the 
current season was about 9,000,000 bales. This was 15 per cent less than 
the 10,600,000 bales on hand August 1, 1934, but was about 3,000,000 
bales larger than the average for the 10 years ended 1933. Of the total 
stocks of American cotton on hand at the beginning of the current season, 
about 5,100,000 bales were government financed stocks compared with 
about 3,000,000 bales a year earlier. The government loan of 12 cents a 
pound in 1934-35 resulted in a net increase of 2,000,000 bales of govern-
ment financed cotton over the preceding year but it is not expected that 
the 10 cent loan for the current season will offer any inducement for 
further increases in those stocks at present price levels . 
The 1935 domestic crop is forecast at a little less than 11,500,000 bales, 
which is 19 per cent larger than 9,600,000 bale crop of 1934, but, with 
that exception, is the smallest since 1923 and is 20 per cent smaller than 
the average for the 10 years 1923-32. The outlook with respect to the 
supply of American cotton depends to a large extent upon the sign-up 
under the cotton adjustment program. The minimum reduction for next 
year is 30 per cent of the base average and the maximum is 45 per cent. 
A heavy sign-up would keep the average considerably below the ten year 
average and should at least keep the carryover from becoming much larger. 
Our ability to work off the large carryover depends largely upon the con-
sumption in the United States and the price level of foreign cotton. Total 
world consumption of American cotton in 1934-35 declined 2,200,000 bales 
from 1933-34 and with the exception of 1930-31 was the smallest for 11 
years and was 16 per cent less than the average. Mill consumption of 
foreign cotton increased approximately 2,300,000 bales last season to a new 
high level and was 34 per cent larger than the 10 year average. The 
substitution of foreign cotton for American cotton was due to the main-
taining of a higher price level for American cotton in comparison to for-
eign cotton through the 12 cent cotton loan. With a loan of 10 cents 
instead of 12 and the narrowing of the spread between American cotton 
and foreign cotton during recent months American cotton should be 111 
a somewhat better position to compete than a year ago. 
Total consumption in the United States last season, 98 per cent of 
which was American, was about 6 per cent less than in the previous year, 
but 10 per cent above the low point reached in 1931-32 . G. E. H. 
POTATOES 
The 1935 potato crop in the United States was approximately 366,000,-
000 bushels compared with 385,000,000 in 1934 and 363,000,000 for the 
5-year ( 1928-1932) average. The southern states produced less this year 
than last year. In the intermediate states production was about 10 per cent 
higher. In the 30 late-potato states production was about 6 per cent below 
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last year. The eastern states produced 31 per cent less than their bumper 
crop last year. The central states produced about the same, and the 
western states show a sharp increase. 
The price on October 15 received by potato growers in the United 
States was only 46.1 cents per bushel compared with 49.0 cents at the 
same time in 1934 and 65.0 cents per bushel for the 5 year (1909-1913) 
October average. 
The probable production in 1936, if there were no control measures in 
effect, would be the smallest in ten years. The low prices during the last 
two years would tend to reduce acreages. On the other hand an adjust-
ment program probably will have the effect of preventing excessive de-
creases in acreage planted in 1936. Early reports indicate that the com-
mercial early and intermediate acreage in 1936 will be reduced about 4 
per cent below that harvested in 1935. Although no reports on intentions 
to plant in 1936 for the important late producing potato states have been 
received, prospects are for a decrease. 
Imports of potatoes into the United States were sharply reduced dur-
ing the fiscal year 1934-1935. Exports from the United States increased 
about 70 per cent to a total of 1,218,000 bushels for the 12 months ended 
June, 1935. 
It seems apparent that potato growers would benefit-under present 
demand conditions-if they held to a stable acreage of about 3,100,000 
acres or about 5 per cent less than the acreage planted in 1935. Under 
average conditions the production would be about 341,000,000 bushels. 
DRY BEANS R. W. 
The 1935 production of beans, based on crop conditions October 1, is 
14,005,000 bags, which is larger than any previous bean crop on record. 
It is 35 per cent more than the small crop of 1934 and about 13 per cent 
above the 5-year average ( 1928-1932 ). A material increase in the produc-
tion of pintos and pea beans occurred. 
The average farm price of beans has declined from $3.54 in June, 1935, 
to $2.89 per 100 pounds October 15, 1935. During this period last year 
the price increased from $2.74 in June to $3.83 in October. The amount 
of beans available for consumption is about three million bags above the 
5-year average 1928-1929 to 1932-1933. 
A reduction of 15 per cent in total acreage planted in 1936 from that 
of 1935 would, with average yields and average abandonment, result in a 
new crop supply more closely in line with normal requirements. Although 
increased consumption is expected in 1936, the carryover which will com-
pete with the 1936 crop may exceed 2,500,000 bags, whereas the carryover 
rarely exceeds 2 000,000 bags. The adjustment in acreage desirable will 
vary with varieties. R. W. 
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SEED SITUATION-CORN, SORGHUMS, AND LEGUMES 
Corn. The seed corn situation in Nebraska for the coming year is 
very serious. Much of the corn last spring was planted late and had not 
fully matured at the time freezing weather occurred this fall. Conse-
quently much corn that may appear to be good for seed perhaps is not 
when close examination has been made. The seed corn situation is ex-
tremely serious in all parts oi' the state except probably in the Panhandle 
section and the northern tier of counties from Keya Paha county to Dakota 
county, inclusive, where the corn quality is good. Moisture was deficient 
this fall. This gave an opportunity for the corn to mature before it was 
damaged by cold weather. Probably enough seed corn can be conserved 
if efforts are made at once to carefully select seed that is most promising 
and properly care for it so that it would not be subject to freezing and 
deteriorating through the retention of too much moisture. Supplies of old 
corn for seed are inadequate but where such are available they should 
probably be conserved. 
Grain Sorghums. The production of grain sorghums in Nebraska for 
1935 was much greater than usual. There will be an ample seed supply 
of the fodder varieties such as Red Amber, Black Amber, and Sumac. 
The most desirable varieties for grain sorghums, however, will be scarce. 
These varieties are Atlas in the eastern part of the state and in the southern 
part, Sooner Milo, Day Milo, Early Kalo, and Wheatland. Many of the 
less desirable varieties may be found in plentiful quantities. All sorghum 
seed to be used for planting next spring should be tested, as much of it 
is of poor quality, having suffered from wet weather during the fall or 
from damage by freezing. 
Legumes. The supply of red clover seed is below normal for the United 
States while that of alfalfa and sweet clover is to be found in approximately 
normal quantities. The production of sweet clover in Nebraska for 1935 
was unnsually low and it is anticipated that prices will be a little higher 
than normal on account of this scarcity. The seeding of legumes will 
doubtless be stimulated during the coming year through the programs of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration but there will be competition 
from other hay and pasture crops which may be selected because of the 
seed being cheaper imd other factors which may make it seem more desir.-
able to grow those crops rather than legumes. Brome grass seed is plenti-
ful and cheap and is an especially desirable pasture grass for eastern Ne-
braska. It is probable that a greater than normal amount of this kind of 
grw;s will be seeded. Prices of red clover and alfalfa seed will probably 
continue relatively low during 1936. A. G. G. 
FARM FAMILY LIVING OUTLOOK FOR 1936 
There has been a gradual increase in the cash income of farm families 
beginning with the low point in 1932. The North Central states have 
had the most rapid increase in cash income and lead all sections of the 
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United States for 1935. During 1935 mail order houses have done the 
largest business since 1929 and chain stores selling among farmers have 
sold more than in any year since 1930. Areas within the North Central 
. states have not shared equally in the increased cash income. This situa-
tion is especially noticeable in the various parts of N ebraska. The Out-
look for 1936 is for a continued increase in cash farm income. The relative 
increase for the year will be greatest in those areas suffering this year from 
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Figure 4 
drought or rust damage. Cost of living of farm families as measured by 
the index for all goods purchased, has not changed materially during 
1935. Food prices advanced during the year while clothing, household 
goods and furnishings have declined. For the first half of 1936 it is an-
ticipated that there will be little change in the relative prices of goods for 
farm family maintenance. In 1935 farm families in Nebraska continued 
producing a relatively large part of their food. It is anticipated that with 
higher meat prices there will be a corresponding decline in home canning 
and curing of meats. Other items of food usually produced on the farm 
will probably continue to be grown. With a larger cash income for 1936 
it may be expected that the farm automobile will take a relatively smaller 
amount, leaving a large part of the gain in cash income to be spent for 
home furnishings, capital goods, and improved levels of farm life. 
There are, however, areas in Nebraska where past due interest and 
delinquent taxes will take the larger part of the increased cash income. 
The level of family living throughout Nebraska will depend largely upon 
the amount of products and the prices of those products within rather small 
areas. Families who were fortunate in having reasonable yields of corn 
or wheat or who have hogs or cattle to sell will fare much better than their 
less fortunate neighbors during the first six months of 1936. 
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There was about 10 per cent increase over last year in the cash income 
per farm from benefit AAA payments. In some areas federal and county 
employment of farmers increased the cash income for the year. Dairy, 
poultry, and egg sales have added materially to the cash income of many 
fa milies. It is estimated by federal authorities that total farm sales in-
creased $400,000,000 over last year's numbers. 
The following two paragraphs have been taken from the Outlook pub-
lished by the Federal committees on the agricultural outlook for 1936: 
"The gross cash income received from agriculture during 1935 is 
continuing the upward trend which began in the first half of 1933. The · 
total received from the sale of farm products and from the AAA will 
be approximately $6,800,000,000 for the calendar year 1935 according to 
preliminary estimates. Although this income is only 67 per cent as 
large as the average annual cash income received by farmers during the 
five years preceding 1930, it represents an increase of 59 per cent over the 
low level reached in 1932 and an increase of 6 per cent over 1934. The 
outlook for 1936 is for a continuation of this upward trend ." 
"Improvements in farm family well being are indicated by the decrease 
in the number of farmers on relief. Only two-thirds as many being re-
ported in October, 1935, as the same month for 1934 according to the 
Rural Research Section of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration. 
This fact is due in part to increased income from agriculture, altho some 
of the farmers taken from relief rolls may have been given employment 
on public works projects and may have been aided by resettlement and 
rural rehabilitation projects." 
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Cooperative effort on the part of the farmers both as buyers and sellers 
has _grown during the past four or five years. This cooperation is used in 
marketing grains and livestock in order to increase the cash income. In 
the field of purchasing gasoline, food, clothing, paint, auto supplies, and 
other commodities have been used to decrease the cash outgo. Both of 
these efforts tend to increase the level of the family living by increasing 
its purchasing power. Another increased-buying factor is found in the 
fact that there is a greater tendency to pay cash for goods purchased and 
thereby obtain lower prices for their consumption goods. 
Figure 6 
There has been considerable discussion during the past six or seven 
years concerning the production of farm products. Figure 6 shows clearly 
the trend of crop production in the United States since 1866 to the present 
year when 1910-1914 is used as a base. About 1910 the per capita pro-
duction and the total crop production virtually met. This period is known 
as a period of prosperous farm living. Since then the per capita production 
of agricultu ral products has fa ll en below both average and total pro-
duction. The influence of such a trend may be to increase the varieties 
of food and clothing for the farm family. It may also affect the income 
of the farm family either adversely or favorably. If there are no imports 
of agricultural products or a substitution for them then their prices should 
rise. This reaction in turn wou ld increase the farm families' income and 
tend toward a higher level of li ving. If, however, imports do come into the 
United States in large amounts or other products are substituted for agri-
cultural products grown in the United States the fami ly incom.e will de-
cline and the standard of living be decreased. A. W. M. 
Distributed in furthe rance of coopc r:lli vc ag ri cultural ex te nsio n se rvice . Ac ts of May 8. 19 14 . and 
June 30, 1914. Exte nsion Service of The Uni vc· rs it y o f Nebraska Agr icul tura l College a nd U . S . 
Department of Ag riculture coope rating . W. H. Brokaw , D irec tor of :\ g ri cuiLUral Exte nsio n Service. 
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